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A short, probabilistic proof of Kallenberg’s theorem [2] on thinning of point processes i  given. It 
is extended to the case where the probability of deletion of a point depends on the position of the 
point and is itself random. The proof also leads easily to a statement about the rate of convergence 
in Renyi’s theorem on thinning a renewal process. 
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1. Introduction 
The study of thinning a point process by independently deleting each of its points 
with zr fixed probability, 9, originated with Renyi. In [6], Renyi proved that as 9 + 1 a 
thinned renewal process, suitably resealed, converges to a Poisson process. More 
recently, Kallenberg [2] has proved a comprehensive result which gives necessary 
and suficient conditions for the convergence of independently thinned point pro- 
cesses. In this note a generalization of Kallenberg’s theorem is proved. While 
Mallenberg assumes that the points of a process are all deleted with the same non 
random probability, Theorem 2, here, allows the probability to be stochastic and 
dependent on the position of the points. 
It is not claimed that this generalization is particularly original. Indeed, Kallenberg 
has given a special case of it as an exercise added in proof in [3]. However, it is shown 
that short, probabilistic arguments may be used to establish both Kallenberg’s 
theorem and its generalization, This proof of Kallenberg’s theorem requires no more 
than basic random measure theory, the Poisson approximation to the binomial and 
the normal approximation to the Poisson. For the special case in [9], the proof would 
not even depend on the random measure theory. 
* The original version of this note was prepared while at the Statistical Laboratory, University of 
Cambridge, U.K. 
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Moreover, the proof shows clearly that the randomness which forces the dis- 
tributional convergence arises entirely from the thinning mechanism. Finally, the 
proof leads easily to a rate of convergence in Renyi’s result. 
2. Results 
Let (6!,9!, P) be a probability space. We shall consider point processes on a locailly 
compact, second countable, Hausdorff space, X Let & be the space of locally finlIe 
measures on the bounded Bore1 sets of X. Endow & with the vague topology. A 
random measure is just a random element of Jtl and a point process is a random 
measure whose values are counting measures. Throughout, B, B1, &, . . . will denote 
bounded Bore1 sets of X and [ ] will denote the integer part function. Unfamiliar 
terminology in the following theorem is explained in [3]. Alternatively, a more 
general version of it is given following Theorem 1. 
Theorem Z (Kallenberg). Let (Nn) be a sequence of point processes and {p,} a 
sequence in (0, 11 such that p,, + 0. Let N k denote the point process obtained by 
independently deleting each of the points of Nn with probability 1 - p,,. Then Ni + some 
IV, i’n distribution, if and only if p,,Nn + some q, in distribution, in which case Nis a Cox 
process directed by q. 
Proof. .tet ice be a fixed positive integer and &, . . . , Bk be disjoint. Let .& = 
(ml,. . . , mk) be a vector of nonnegative integers. Define cy :J# -, Rk to be the 
function which takes g to (fiBI, a . . , &Bk). Let f (rl, . . . , r&, p), ri in R’ and p in (0, 11, 
be the product of Binomial probabilities of mi with parameters [ri/p] and p i.e. 
f( r- 13 l l l 9 rk, p) = h ( rrilP1) p”i(l _p)Cri/P~-mie 
i = 1 mi 
Let f(rl, . . . , r&, 0) be the product of the Poisson probabilities of mi with parameters 
.q. Notice that the function f is bounded and continuous on R*& x (01, by the Poisson 
limit for the binomial distribution. Also, conditioning on N,, gives 
Suppose that pfiNn s q and that q(SBi) = 0 a.s. The latter occurs iff the same holds 
with v replaced by the Cox process it directs. Hence, we require 
([3, Theorem 4.21). But this is a consequence of the. last two statements of the 
previous paragraph and the fact that (o(pnNn), p,) s (a(q), 0) ([3, Lemma 4.41). 
Suppose that Ark converges in distribution to some N. From the first ha.lf of the 
proof, if (pnNn} has a subsquence converging to some 7, then N is a Cox process 
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directed by 7. Thus, it suffices to show that {pnNn) is tight. For any positive K, 
using the fact that the Binomial (m, 9) probability of (K, 00) increases with m. For 
large rt, the denominator is close to the Poisson (K) probability of (K, a), uniformly 
in K. By normal approximation the latter is close to 3, for large K. Tlrius the 
denominator is bounded away from 0, which is enough ([3, Lemma 4.53). 
To state the generalization of Theorem 1, we shall be more precise. Suppose N is a 
point process. Then we may write 
where Ti is an X-valued random element (j = 1,2, . . . ) and 6, is point mass at x in X 
(see [3, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.31). To thin N we shall use a random field, {~(x))~,x, with 
values in (0, 11. For technical reasons we shall suppose that this process is measurable 
as a function on X x 0. Define O-l random variables PI, &, . . . (if necessary, 
enlarging the probabiliy space) so that, conditional on N and p, {pi) is an indepen- 
dent sequence and suck. that 
p(p,=lIN,p)=p(T). 
The function on the right is a random variable, because of the measurability 
assumption. The point process, N’, which is produced by a p-thinning of N is given by 
(existence is guaranteed by [3, Lemma 1.61). The randon measure, pN, is given by 
pN(B)=l pdN= C p(q) 
B TpzB 
(existence is guaranteed by [3, Lemma 1.31). The generalization of Theorem 1 is 
Theorem 2. Suppose {p,, (x)} xEx is a sequence of Berel x smeasurable random fields 
with values in (0, l] and such that 
sup p, (x) + 0, in distribution, (1) 
XEB 
for each bounded Bore1 setb‘. Let NL be the p,-thinning of N,. Then Theorem 1 remains 
valid. 
. The left-hand side of (1) i random variable because of the ~eas~~abi~~t~, 
assumption on p,, (provided (a,$, 
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Proof. The structure and notation of the proof are the same as those of the proof of 
Theorem 1. However, conditioning on N, and p,, does not produce Binomial 
probabilities, so that we shall need the following lemma, due to Le Cam [4]. This 
lemma can be given a short, probabilistic proof using Stein’s method, as Chen [1] 
shows. 
Lemma 1. Les: {Ai} be a finite sequence of independent events with probabilities 
{pi). The total variation distance between C 4(Ai) and a Poisson distribution, with 
mean C pi, is dominated by 16 max pip provided that max pi G a. 
Let C’, be a Cox process, 
Lemma 1 produces 
directed bY ~24,. Conditioning on p,, and N,, and using 
t * = P(NL (Bi) n, 1 = mi lpn, Nn) and 4n.i = P(Cn(E’i) = mi IPn, NnA 
sclthatforalli=l,...,k 
1fn.i -qn,iI s 16 SUP P,(X)* 
X&J& 
By taking almost surely convergent subsequences of the tn,i’S and q,i’s, we see that 
the right-hand side of (2) + 0. The proof of one half of the theorem is completed by 
noting that PnNn 4 7 implies C’n converges in distribution to a COX process directed 
bY rl- 
For the other half, write 
P(~nP?~(B)>K)~P(N~(B)>K) (pnNn(B)>K)/[ P(Ni(B)>KIpn,Nm)dP, 
F 
where F = [pnNn(B) > K]. 
For large rt, the denominator is close to 
I P( Cn (B) > K I pn9 Nn) dP, uniformly in K. F 
Using the normal approximation to the Poisson, the latter is larger than (&E) 
(p,&(B) > K), for large K, and E > 0. AS before we have {pnNn(B)) tight and the 
proof is complete, 
The proof of Theorem 2 can actually be used to give rates of convergence for the 
thinning theorems. To illustrate this, let N be a renewal process on the half line with 
finite mean interrenewal time, A. Put Pn = l/n and N,(B) = N(nB), for each B. Let 
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dTv denote the total variation metric on distributions. From the proof of Theorem 2, 
IB’ NL (B), Poisson7 cg+dTv C (B) Poi n 9 I3 
It 
where Cn is a COX process directed by n-‘N,(B). But, by conditionin? on n-‘N,(B) 
and using the fact that the total variation distance between two Poisson distributions 
is less than the modulus of differences in means, we see that 
PI dTv ( Cn (B j, Poisson 7 \ 
If B z= [0, 1’!, for so!ne i’ > 0, then the right-hand side is seen to be of order l/Jn, using 
the central lirmii theorem for a renewal process. Mence the rate of convergence of the 
distribution of the number of retained points in [0, nt] to Poisson is order l/&z, in 
Renyi’s original result ([6]). 
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Note added after submission 
valuable conversations on this 
Stoyan [7] has used stochastic and position dependent hinning to provide a model 
for certain types of inhibition and clustering, as in, for example, Strauss [8]. The idea 
of directly conditioning on the base process to obtain Kallenberg’s theorem has 
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